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Abstract—So far latency has been regarded as a minor issue
in Passive Optical Networks (PONs). However it may become
a key factor for the commercial success of PON and WDM-
PON. In this work we review the relevance of very-low latency
in the access as the enabler of new higly-interactive cloud services.
Then, we propose an approach for delay-based differentiation in
PON that causes the delay variance to become smaller than in
regular IPACT, featuring a reduction of jitter for high-priority
traffic. Then we analyse the impact of setting a maximum delay
guarantee to high-priority traffic, on low-priority traffic.

I. DELAY IN THE ACCESS

Operators and equipment vendors are facing a major chal-
lenge in the next years as the race to offer Gigabit rates to
residential users has started under a tough global competition,
where subscribers expect to pay not much more than they
are currently paying for their ADSL access. A more radical
investment in FTTH by network operators could be justified
by both a radical increase of speed offered to subscribers,
and the advent of new services for which operators are in
an advantageous position to get actual additional profit from
the investment. However, in our view, it is not just very-high
speed what can give birth to killer services. It is also end-to-
end latency, since it is very likely that the physical limits of
the Internet Round-Trip-Times will make it indispensable to
push a number of Future Cloud services closer to the user,
i.e. not outside the metro-access area. These services that
may guarantee a direct involvement of operators in service
exploitation are envisioned to be in the short term : very-highly
interactive immersive Cloud Gaming, low-level Cloud services
such as virtualised storage devices (e.g. SAN disks) and
hard real-time remote control of advanced electro-mechanical
sytems such as home robots or e-health devices, to give just
a few examples. Indeed, these services together with a proper
business model can justify the investment, but it should be
noted that they require extremely well controlled round-trip-
time to the servers and, in some cases, physical proximity to
the cloud, a key aspect for operators. Therefore, it is paramount
to properly address latency in the design of the next generation
of access and metropolitan area network technology.

The same fate follows WDM-PON to a large extent, with
profound implications in the metro area. WDM-PON is the
expected upgrade to provide guaranteed ultra-broadband rates
far beyond the capacity of current GPON/EPON shared access.
A massive deployment of this technology would require not
just an enhancement of access technology, but also a strong

investment in Metro and Core networks to supply the required
capacity to deal with millions of individual Gigabit/s access
rates in a scalable way. Consequently, the target market
niche of technologies such as UDWDM-PON risks becoming
constrained only to a) the corporative environment (Internet
access and VPN) and b) inside the MAN network as traffic
aggregators (usually in the optical backhaul of cellular wireless
systems). Therefore, it seems that only the mainstreaming of
immersive high-bandwidth low-latency services in the residen-
tial segment can justify the expense required to remove the
new bottleneck in the Metro Area Network and make it scale
as the access boosts its capacity.

Table I gives estimations of the processing and transmission
delays involved in xDSL, PON and WDM-PON. Some of
the data displayed are further explained in section III. The
best case is given for 20in ADSL and N = 32 ONUs
in TDM-PON. The worst case listed gives an estimate for
the case of a long interleaving time configured in ADSL
and 80More typical data can easily be computed from this
table e.g. low user load and high downstream load, and also
round-trip times (RTT). In the best-case scenario, the RTT
for ADSL is around 20 ms, whereas TDM-PON takes 0.4
ms and TDM-PON 0.2ms. In the worst case, a 1500-byte
packet takes 90 ms to go and return in ADSL, and 3 ms
in TDM-PON or 0.3 ms in WDM-PON. From this data, it
becomes clear that WDM-PON is in an advantageous position
to justify its deployment if ultra-interactive services become
widespread, since this technology gives an order of magnitude
of latency improvement over TDM-PON in the worst case,
and four times in the best case (low fan-out unloaded TDM-
PONs). Nevertheless, before WDM-PON is widely available,
it is possible to enhance TDM-PON with QoS mechanisms in
order to provide latency awareness and delay differentiation
between high priority interactive traffic and the rest. In the
next section we review existing approaches that have worked
on this direction.

II. DELAY DIFFERENTIATION IN PON AND RELATED WORK

A Passive Optical Network (PON) works as a broadcast-
and-select network in the downstream direction, since the
data sourced at the Optical Line Terminal (OLT) is replicated
by the passive splitter/combiner and delivered at all Optical
Network Units (ONU). On the other hand, the upstream wave-
length is shared by all ONUs, so a channel access arbitration
mechanism must be defined to avoid collisions at the passive
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TABLE I
ACCESS LATENCY ESTIMATE

Legacy ADSL Legacy ADSL TDM-PON TDM-PON WDM-PON
upstream downstream upstream downstream

Propagation delay
1 Km 5.2 μs 5.2 μs 4.84 μs 4.84 μs 4.84 μs
20 Km 104 μs 104 μs 96.8 μs 96.8 μs 96.8 μs
Interleaving delay 2.5 − 12.5 ms 2.5 12.5 ms − − −
Serialization delay 12 ms 1.2 ms 12 μs 12 μs 12 μs
(1500 byte packet) (at 1Mb/s) (at 10 Mbit/s) (at 1 Gbit/s) (at 1G bit/s) (at 1G bit/s)
Queueing delay (Poisson traffic)
E(Wq) =

ρ
1−ρE(X)

At 20% load 3 ms 300 μs 3 μs 3 μs 3 μs
At 80% load 48 ms 4.8 ms 48 μs 48 μs 48 μs
TDMA upstream delay (20Km) [1]

Absolute minimum, low load
Tmin = RTT + Tproc 235 μs

Medium to high loads:
E[T ] = NT0

(1−ρT ) to 2E[T ])
N=32 ONUs

At 20% load 235 μs
At 80% load − − 320 − 640 μs − −

N=128 ONUs
At 20% load 320 − 640 μs
At 80% load 1.28 − 2.56ms

TOTAL
Best case 17.6 ms 4.1 ms 0.35 ms 0.11 ms 0.11 ms
Worst case 72.6 ms 18.6 ms 2.7 ms 0.16 ms 0.16 ms

splitter/combiner. The MultiPoint Control Protocol for Ether-
net PONs (MPCP described in the IEEE 802.3ah standard)
specifies a mechanism where, the OLT firstly estimates the
different RTTs (Round Trip Times) to the ONUs and secondly,
it schedules transmission windows for the ONUs based on
their bandwidth requirements.

A number of Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) algo-
rithms for timeslot scheduling have already been proposed in
the literature [2], being the Interleaved Polling with Adaptive
Cycle Time (IPACT) algorithm [3] the most popular one.
Essentially, the OLT and the ONUs coordinate themselves
via the exchange of two control messages: Report and Gate.
The Reports are generated by the ONUs to inform the OLT
about the bandwidth they need for the next window scheduling
round. With this information, the OLT decides the window size
and the starting transmission time for each ONU. Then, a Gate
message with this information is sent to all ONUs.

Concerning Quality-of-Service (QoS) support in PONs,
most previous studies have focused on service differentiation
based on bandwidth, rather than on delay. A good summary
can be found in [2]. For instance, the authors in [4] propose
an algorithm that divides the total upstream bandwidth into
fixed-sized bandwidth units (say 10 Mbps per bandwidth unit),

such that, high-priority ONUs receive more bandwidth units
than best-effort ones. Further refinements are proposed in [5],
[6], [7] where the ONUs have several Virtual Output Queues
(VOQs) for different traffic classes, such that the granted
transmission window is shared by the ONU’s traffic classes
following some weighted algorithm that assigns more time to
high-priority VOQs than to low priority ones. Essentially, in
most cases, it is the OLT which guarantees a fair sharing of
bandwidth between the ONUs, while each ONU partitions the
granted transmission window to the traffic classes following
some weighted algorithm [8].

In conclusion, most QoS DBA proposals for PONs have
focused on service-differentiation based on bandwidth sharing
between traffic classes. Only a few studies have taken into
account the average delay and jitter of packets from a given
ONU, see for instance the studies of the authors in [9],
[10], [11], [12]. However, these studies do not provide a
clear delay-based proportional differentiation algorithm, an
important feature for a number of applications such as highly
interactive networked gaming or IP telephony.

Thus, this work proposes a new delay-based service differ-
entiation DBA algorithm for IPACT-based PONs and presents
preliminary simulations to validate the approach. This new
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algorithm forces the transmission of high-priority traffic more
often than low-priority one such that the expected average
cycle time for high-priority packets is much smaller (and
also proportional and configurable) than for low-priority ones.
A complete explanation of this algorithm and the proposed
analytical model can be found in [13]

We shall start by reviewing the formulae ruling delay in
regular IPACT in the next section.

III. THE GATED PON TDM MODEL

As studied in [1], in the steady state and at medium-to-high
loads, the average cycle time E[Ti(k)] of IPACT is given by

E[T ] =
NT0

1−∑
i ρi

=
NT0

1− ρT
(1)

thus, E[T ] only depends on the total load ρT , the number
N of ONUs, and the guard and Report times T0 = Tguard +
Treport. Tguard is the guard time between windows (1.5μs
recommended at 1 Gbps) and Treport =

8·64
109 ≈ 0.5μs is the

transmission time of a 64-byte Report message [1].
The formula 1 is obtained under the following assumptions:

• All the N ONUs are d km distant from the OLT.
• The system is in the steady state.
• The ONUs offer a fixed traffic load over time ρi, i =

1, . . . , N . Furthermore, the i-th ONU receives traffic
from its users following a Poisson process with rate λi

packets/sec. Also, each packet requires a fixed amount of
service time E[X ] = 1

μ computed as:

E[X ] =
1

μ
=

8B

C
secs (2)

where B refers to the packet size and C denotes the line
rate. For B = 1518 bytes and C = 1 Gbps, the service
time required is E[X ] = 12.14μs per packet.
Hence, the i-th ONU offers ρi, i = 1, . . . , N traffic load
as:

ρi =
λi

μ
(3)

• Finally, the total offered load ρT , that is, the sum of all
individual traffic loads ρi must be smaller than unity:

ρT =

N∑
i=1

ρi < 1 (4)

The delay experienced by a random packet arrival lies
between E[T ] and 2E[T ]. The former arises when the packet
arrives exactly before the transmission of the Report message
to the OLT, and assuming an empty queue, whereas the second
occurs when the packet arrives just after the Report message
has been sent to the OLT, as noted in [1]. Hence, the average
delay experienced by a given packet is proportional to the
average cycle time E[T ]. We will use E[T ] as the performance
metric to evaluate our DBA algorithm, bearing in mind that
the average delay experienced by a packet is proportional to
E[T ].

Eq. 1 is only valid at medium to high loads (see [1]) because
the Gate message cannot depart before its associated Report
packet has arrived at the OLT. To meet this condition, it is then
required that the average cycle time E[T ] is greater than the
Round-Trip Time (RTT) and processing delay of the Report
packet Tproc. In other words, Eq. 1 is valid only when:

E[T ] =
NT0

1− ρT
> RTT + Tproc (5)

which sets a minimum load value for Eq. 1 to be valid of:

ρT > 1− NT0

RTT + Tproc
(6)

Typically, for a 1 Gbps PON with N = 32 ONUs, d = 10
km distance between the OLT and ONUs and assuming a value
of Tproc = 35μs, the above requirement is:

ρT > 0.24

for a d = 10 Km distance OLT-ONU, and

ρT > 0.73

for a d = 20 Km distance OLT-ONU.
In the cases where this condition cannot be met, the cycle

time is imposed by RTT and the processing time of a report
packet. For the examples above:

For 10 Km:

Tmin = RTT + Tproc = 2
10km

2 · 105km/s
+ 35μs = 135μs

and for 20 Km:

Tmin = 235μ

Table I reflects these results and its relevance in the overall
latency budget.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE GATED PON TDM MODEL WITH

DELAY DIFFERENTIATION

A. Scheduling algorithm with delay differentiation

Now, consider that each ONU employs two output queues,
one per traffic class: High and Low Priority (HP and LP). The
former traffic class is expected to contain packets from delay-
sensitive applications, typically video streaming, voice over
IP, or online gaming, whereas the second one is for best-effort
applications.

The goal is to design a transmission scheduling algorithm
that favors HP over LP traffic in terms of delay experienced
at the ONU. Most previous studies have proposed to schedule
the HP traffic ahead of the transmission window in order to
save delay. Our algorithm differs from such studies since it
proposes to separate HP and LP traffic Reports such that, HP
traffic is sent to the OLT more regularly than LP traffic. This
is expected to minimise the delay experienced by high-priority
packet arrivals at the ONUs, however at the expense of a delay
increase for the LP traffic. An example of operation for three
ONUs is shown in Fig. 1.
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1 31 31 1 22 2 2 3 3

Thp(1)

321 1

Tlp(1)

Thp(2)

Thp(3)

Fig. 1. Algorithm with delay differentiation. Case M = 1.

In this example, HP traffic (shadowed boxes) from the three
ONUs are sent to the OLT more regularly than LP traffic
(white boxes). We observe two types of cycle times, one for
HP traffic T (HP ) and another one for LP traffic T (LP ), where
T (HP ) ≤ T (LP ). Basically, the OLT polls the HP packets for
the three ONUs and the LP traffic for a single ONU (ONU
1 in the example) in one HP cycle. On the second round, the
OLT polls the HP packets for the three ONUs again, and the
LP traffic from the second ONU. Finally, on the third round,
the OLT polls the HP traffic from the three ONUs and the
LP traffic for the third ONU, thus completing an LP cycle. In
the fourth round, the OLT polls the HP traffic from the three
ONUs and the LP traffic from the first ONU, just like in the
first round. Hence, in this case, the LP cycle is as large as
three HP cycles, as shown in Fig. 1.

Typically, the HP transmission windows are smaller than
the LP ones for two reasons: First, delay-sensitive applications
generate less traffic than best-effort applications. Secondly, the
HP VOQ is polled more regularly than the LP VOQ, thus the
latter aggregates more packets on every LP cycle.

As a generalisation, let M refer to the number of LP ONUs
polled within the HP polling cycle. Fig. IV-A shows the cases
for M = 1, 2, 3. As shown, case M = 3 produces the same
cycle time for HP and LP traffic, therefore no delay-based
service differentiation is performed.

B. Analysis of scheduling algorithm with delay differentiation

Now, let E[T (HP )] and E[T (LP )] refer to the average HP
and LP cycle times respectively. Remark from Fig. IV-A that
the average HP cycle time accounts for the N HP transmission
windows plus another M LP windows plus the N guard and
Report times, denoted by T0. Hence it can be deduced that:

E[T (HP )] = NρHP
i E[T (HP )]+MρLP

i E[T (LP )]+NT0 (7)

where ρ
(HP )
i = phρi and ρ

(LP )
i = (1 − ph)ρi for some

ph ∈ (0, 1). Here ph refers to the percentage of HP traffic
over the total. Again, the total traffic must be smaller than
unity:

ρT =

N∑
i=1

(
ρ
(HP )
i + ρ

(LP )
i

)
< 1 (8)

Similarly, for E[T (LP )]:

E[T (LP )] =
N

M

N∑
i=1

E[V
(HP )
i ] +

N

M

M∑
i=1

E[V
(LP )
i ] +

N2

M
T0

(9)
From eqs. 7 and 9, it can be derived [13]:

E[T (HP )] =
NT0

1− ρ
(10)

E[T (LP )] =
N

M

NT0

1− ρ
(11)

Concludingly, it can be observed that there is an M/N
relationship between the HP and LP average cycle times, as
shown from:

E[T (HP )]

E[T (LP )]
=

M

N
(12)

This relationship allows the scheduler to define the level of
delay-based differentiation between HP and LP traffic, just by
adjusting the appropriate value of M in the scheduler. The case
M = 1 refers to maximum delay difference between HP and
LP traffic, whereas the M = N case refers to no difference
between HP and LP traffic.

V. ANALYSIS WITH GUARANTEED HP CYCLE TIMES

The previous section proposed a mechanism to set a pro-
portional delay differentiation between HP and LP traffic.
However, this mechanism does not guarantee an upper delay
bound for HP traffic, that is, HP delay may be ten times smaller
than LP delay, but still too high for real-time application
performance. This section extends the mechanism proposed
previously by defining a hard bound on the HP cycle times,
even at the expense of LP traffic loss. Let T (HP )

Limit refer to such
an upper delay bound on the HP cycle times.

Essentially, when the OLT collects the Reports of all ONUs
for the next HP cycle (this includes the N HP windows and
the M LP windows), it must check whether the sum of all the
transmission windows requested by the ONUs is below such
threshold T

(HP )
Limit. If it does, then the OLT can assign all the

transmission windows requested by the ONUs. However, if the
total transmission window requested exceeds the T

(HP )
Limit value,

then the OLT must assign smaller LP transmission windows.
Such excess in LP traffic would be either delayed to the next
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1 31 1 1 22 2 3 3 321 1

TLP

THP

2

THP THP

TLP

3

(a) M = 1, N = 3

1 31 12 2 3 3 321 121 1 3 2 2 2

TLP

THP THP

TLP

THPTHP

TLP

(b) M = 2, N = 3

1 1 12 2 3 3 321 13 3 1 2 2 2 3

TLP

THP THP

TLP TLP

THP

(c) M = 3, N = 3

Fig. 2. Algorithm with delay differentiation. Cases M = 1, 2 and 3. Timing indicated for ONU 1

LP cycle or loss. Fig. 3 shows an example of this situation for
N = 3, M = 1.

1 2 3 3

TLimit

To LP traffic
loss

ToTo

Fig. 3. Algorithm with delay differentiation and bounded HP cycle. Case
M = 1.

Under these premises it can be found that the percentage of
LP packet loss equals:

PLoss =
THP
Limit(ρ− 1) +NT0

ρTHP
Limit

(13)

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section tries to validate the analysis outlined in the
previous sections in a number of realistic situations.

A. Validation of the average cycle times E[T ], E[T (HP )] and
E[T (LP )]

In this first experiment, the goal is to validate the equations
obtained previously for E[T (HP )] and E[T (LP )] (eqs. 7 and 9)
in the delay-based service differentiation algorithm for IPACT-
based PONs.

The experiments in both cases consider the following system
parameters:

• Line rate: C = 1 Gbps.
• Guard time: Tguard = 1.5μs
• Processing time of a Report packet: Treport = 0.512μs
• Percentage of HP traffic over the total: ph = 0.4

Figs. 4(a)-4(c) show the E[T (HP )] and E[T (LP )] for 32
ONUs and different values of M in the scheduler. As shown,
for M = 1, the delay differentiation is maximum (1/32 ratio),
and for M = 32 there is no delay differentiation. Intermediate
values of M = 4 and M = 16 are also shown. Additionally,
it can be shown that the equations accurately match with the
simulation experiments, thus validating the analytical sections.

Figs. 5(a)-5(b) show the average cycle time plus/minus
twice its standard deviation for E[T ] and E[T (HP )]. As
shown, although the average cycle time are the same in both
cases, the standard deviation is smaller in our algorithm, thus
producing less spread HP cycle times, which favors for a small
jitter for delay-sensitive applications, especially at high loads
and for low values of M . The average cycle times and their
standard deviation have been estimated from simulation.

B. Working under heavy traffic conditions

Figures 6(a)-6(d) show the behaviour of the delay-based
service differentiation DBA algorithm proposed in this article
under heavy-traffic conditions, that means, for total loads in
the range 1 ≤ ρT ≤ 2. Two delay limits are considered in
the experiments: T (HP )

Limit = 3.2ms (top) and T
(HP )
Limit = 8ms

(bottom). As shown, the values of the HP traffic cycles are
kept below the T (HP )

Limit bound, in both cases while the LP traffic
cycles are much higher. In addition, to guarantee such bounded
delays, LP priority traffic is lost, as explained in Section V.

VII. CONCLUSION

In our view, in order to foster the creation of new services
and applications that a) are not feasible today with xDSL
or GPON, and hence b) can guarantee a short-term return
of investment (ROI) and profits to operators straight out of
the Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) investment, the network
must also provide the ability to transport a large amount of
1Gb/s circuits PON-to-Cloud across the MAN featuring sub-
ms latency. Those 1Gb/s low-latency-demanding services can
be run by the operator or a service provider located within the
metropolitan area. Therefore the development of an ultra-dense
capacity technology that is designed to flash-transfer packets
PON-to-Cloud is a fundamental capability of a new generation
metro-access network technology to be investigated.

On the way to WDM-PON, which provides the best scenario
to low latency, we believe that some research should be
devoted to latency in regular PON infrastructure. In this work
we outlined a new Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA)
algorithm to provide delay-based service differentiation of
IPACT-based PONs. Essentially, the algorithm defines two
types of polling cycles for the OLT: the high- and low-
priority (HP and LP) cycles, being the former more regularly
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Fig. 6. Average cycle times and packet loss ratios for the delay differentiation DBA algorithm featuring cycle limitation under heavy traffic conditions:
TLimit = 3.2ms, avg. cycle time (a) and packet loss ratio (b); and zooms (a) (b).

performed than the latter ones. This strategy favors the creation
of short HP cycles and long LP cycles, with a predefined ratio
between them. In this paper we showed simulation results of
this idea, fully developed in [13]. Then we introduced un
upper bound on the HP cycle times in order to set a hard
limit to HP traffic delay, and analysed its impact on LP traffic
loss. Simulation results validated our approach and served to
quantify the impact of the different design parameters of the
algorithm on the whole system performance.
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